
ICC Docket No. 12-0511
 
North Shore Gas Company's Response to
 

Attorney General Data Requests AG 7.01-7.36
 
Dated: October 9,2012
 

REQUEST NO. AG 7.02:
 

Ref: NS Schedule C-5.3 (Deferred Income Tax Expense- Book vs. Tax Depreciation). The 
referenced schedule provides a calculation of Deferred Income Taxes at Current Rates that are 
defined in Note 1 as including the statutory Federal rate of 35% pius the statutory current State and 
Replacement Tax rates totaling 9.5%. The amounts calculated at lines 14 (Federal) and 17 (State) 
appear to carry forward to lines 1-4 on Schedule C-5.2 and ultimately to lines 32 and 21 on 
Schedule C-5, for inclusion as part of test year income tax expenses. Please provide the following 
additional information: 

a.	 Confirm the flow of calculations described above, or explain and reconcile any 
inability to confirm. 

b.	 Explain whether the Company employs Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, 
including ASC 740 provisions that require deferred income taxes to be provided on 
a liability method of accounting using the tax rates expected to be applicable when 
book/tax timing differences reverse and taxes are payable in cash. 

c.	 If your response to part b is affirmative, explain each reason why the Company's 
deferred income tax expense calculations on Schedule C-5.3 at lines 1 through 13 
apply currently high state income tax statutory rates of 9.5% to the Liberalized 
Depreciation and Basis Differences associated with long-lived utility plant assets, 
given that the reversal of such timing differences will largely occur in future years 
when state income tax rates are scheduled to be much lower. 

d.	 State and explain whether or not the Company will actually record on its books 
deferred income tax provisions in 2012 or 2013 using only currently effective 
statutory state income tax rates for liberalized depreciation and basis differences, or 
explain and quantify the tax rates that will actually be used on the books for such 
long-lived book/tax timing differences. 

e.	 Provide a copy of the Company's workpapers supporting its most recently recorded 
income tax expense provision, showing how the state income tax rates being used 
to record deferred income tax expense for liberalized depreciation and plant related 
basis differences. 

f. Provide a revised calculation of test year deferred income tax expenses, using the 
liability method of accounting for Liberalized Depreciation and Basis Differences and 
the effective income tax rates expected to be applied to the reversals of such test 
year timing differences. 

g. Provide detailed workpapers and supporting documentation for your response to 
part (f). 
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ICC Docket No. 12-0511
 
North Shore Gas Company's Response to
 

Attorney General Data Requests AG 7.01-7.36
 
Dated: October 9, 2012
 

RESPONSE: 
a: The flow is as described in the data request; however, while the deferred taxes 
computed at current rates in columns D and E of Schedule C-5.2 flow to Schedule C-5 in 
the computation of current taxes, amounts in columns H and I of Schedule C-5.2, which 
include the effects of average rate assumption method ("ARAM"), are what flow to 
Schedule C-1 to be included in cost of service. 

b: The Company employs GAAP practices in ASC 740. The Company first computes 
deferred income taxes ARAM. The results of the income tax provision are reflected in the 
Company's income statement. To comply with ASC 740, which adopts a liability method, 
the Company computes the required deferred income taxes balance and then adjusts the 
balances. The Company uses Power Tax and Power Tax Provision to compute its income 
taxes for financial statement purposes and for this proceeding. PowerTax maintains all 
data related to plant-related timing differences. Because it is a utility system, it 
automatically computes regulatory taxes using ARAM. It also layers on balance sheet 
adjustments to also comply with GAAP. Similarly, PowerTax Provision also can compute 
non-plant deferred taxes using ARAM. Again, it tracks the regulatory computation and 
generates the required adjustments to bring the balances in line with GAAP. The contra 
accounts to those entries that are the required adjustments are 182.3 or 254 as 
appropriate. The Company has employed the same accounting since FAS 109 (now ASC 
740) was adopted in 1993. 

c: In compliance with the Commission's Order in Docket No 83-0309, the Company 
uses the ARAM methodology, which assumes that originating differences are built at the 
existing statutory rate. 

d: The Company will record in its income statement deferred taxes consistent with the 
Commission's Order in Docket No. 83-0309. Specifically, originating differences will be 
provided at the statutory rate, and reversing differences will reverse at the weighted 
average provided. Any difference between this regulatory method and what would occur 
under FAS 109 are recorded in regulatory assets and liabilities as appropriate. The 
income statement will reflect the regulatory method. The balance sheet will be adjusted as 
provided in ASC 980-740-25-2. See the Company's response to SUbpart b of this data 
request. 

e: See NS AG 7.02 Attach 01. This attachment traces the financial statement income 
taxes (see NS AG 7.02 Attach 02) back through to the general ledger ("GL") accounts 
ultimately to NS AG 7.02 Attach 03, which is a report by vintage and class that lays out the 
deferred income tax computation for plant. Wherever there is an amount in the column 
labeled "Provision" that amount is the building difference computed at the 7.0% or 2.5% 
components of the state income tax rate. The federal tax benefit rate is -3.325% The 
amounts contained in the column labeled reversal are reversing differences computed 
using the column in the report labeled "ARAM." This demonstrates the amounts in North 
Shore's income statement for financial reporting purposes contain amounts computed 
utilizing ARAM as required by the Commission's Order in Docket No 83-0309. 
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ICC Docket No. 12-0511
 
North Shore Gas Company's Response to
 

Attorney General Data Requests AG 7.01-7.36
 
Dated: October 9, 2012
 

f: If the information sought is what effect there would be on tax if the computation were 
done not using ARAM, but instead computed the expense that would result if the company 
recorded deferred tax expense under the liability method under ASC 740, North Shore can 
compute the maximum difference that would exist. The originating differences in the test 
year for plant are $11,578,000. On a gross basis, the largest difference in tax rate is 2.2% 
(9.5% less 7.3%). When the federal tax effect is added, the difference becomes 1.43%. 
Multiplying the originating differences by 1.43% generates a maximum difference of 
$166,000 (11,578,000 X 1.43%). Note that computing deferred taxes in this manner 
causes a partial flow through, is not consistent with principles of full normalization, and is 
not consistent with Commission's Order in Docket No 83-0309. 

g: See NS AG7.02 Attach 04. 
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North Shore Gas Company 

PowerTax Deferred Tax Recovery Report 

Rpt # 132 10/25/2012 3:26 PM 

PGUNSG Fall 2011 RC #3328 

2013 

Grouped By: Total Tax Classes 

Jurisdiction: CGO - State Deduct Tax Recovery Book Recovery Current Difference ARAM Current Deferred Tax 

Type: State Oed - Tax Basis On Depreciation Loss/(Gain) Depreciation Orig Dlff Depreciation Orig Diff Provision Reversal Trans/Adjust Total 

2002 JCA $3.917.25 $000 $0.00 $0.00 $3.917.25 $0.00 -2.55% $0.00 ($100.09) $0.00 ($100.09) 

G_IL-RAR-Disallowed Bonus $3,917.25 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,917.25 $0.00 $0.00 ($100.09) $0.00 ($100.09) 
1999 $7,163.19 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $7.163.19 $0.00 -2.51% $000 ($180.01) $0.00 ($180.01) 
2000 $7.863.43 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $7.863.43 $0.00 -2.51% $0.00 ($197.61) $0.00 ($197.61) 

G_IL-RAR-lnjuries & Damages $15,026.62 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15,026.62 $0.00 $0.00 ($377.62) $0.00 ($377.62) 
2003 $3,183.59 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3.183.59 $0.00 -2.55% $0.00 ($81.34) $0.00 ($81.34) 

G_IL-RAR-Repairs $3,183.59 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,183.59 $0.00 $0.00 ($81.34) $0.00 ($81.34) 

Total Tax Classes $22,127.46 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $22,127.46 $0.00 $0.00 ($559.05) $0.00 ($559.05) 

State Oed - Tax Basis On Total: $22,127.46 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $22,127.46 $0.00 $0.00 ($559.05) $0.00 ($559.05) 

CGO - State Deduct Total: $14,715,436.52 ($21,018.01) $11,458,654.73 ($3,908,524.29) $3,256,781.79 $3,887,506.28 ($384,977.92) $106,238.83 $0.00 ($278,739.06) 

Company Total: $44,146,309.56 ($63,054.03) $34,375,964.19 ($11,725,572.87) $9,770,345.37 $11,662,518.84 $714,959.15 ($209,041.78) $0.00 $505,917.39 

Grand Total: $44,146,309.56 ($63,054.03) $34,375,964.19 ($11,725,572.87) $9,770,345.37 $11,662,518.84 $714,959.15 ($209,041.78) $0.00 $505,917.39 

$714,959/ .06175 state tax rate net offederal = 
$11,578,000 
$11,578,000 x .0143 = $166,000 
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ICC Docket No. 12-0512
 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company's Response to
 

Attorney General Data Requests AG 7.01-7.36
 
Dated: October 9, 2012
 

REQUEST NO. AG 7.20:
 

Ref: PGL Schedule C-S.3 (Deferred Income Tax Expense- Book vs. Tax Depreciation). The 
referenced schedule provides a calculation of Deferred Income Taxes at Current Rates that are 
defined in Note 1 as including the statutory Federal rate of 35% plus the statutory current State and 
Replacement Tax rates totaling 9.5%. The amounts calculated at lines 14 (Federal) and 17 (State) 
appear to carry forward to lines 1-4 on Schedule C-5.2 and ultimately to lines 33 and 22 on 
Schedule C-5, for inclusion as part of test year income tax expenses. Please provide the following 
additional information: 

a.	 Confirm the flow of calculations described above, or explain and reconcile any 
inability to confirm. 

b.	 Explain whether the Company employs Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, 
including ASC 740 provisions that require deferred income taxes to be provided on 
a liability method of accounting using the tax rates expected to be applicable when 
book/tax timing differences reverse and taxes are payable in cash. 

c.	 If your response to part b is affirmative, explain each reason why the Company's 
deferred income tax expense calculations on Schedule C-5.3 at lines 1 through 13 
apply currently high state income tax statutory rates of 9.5% to the Liberalized 
Depreciation and Basis Differences associated with long-lived utility plant assets, 
given that the reversal of such timing differences will largely occur in future years 
when state income tax rates are scheduled to be much lower. 

d.	 State and explain whether or not the Company will actually record on its books 
deferred income tax provisions in 2012 or 2013 using only currently effective 
statutory state income tax rates for liberalized depreciation and basis differences, or 
explain and quantify the tax rates that will actually be used on the books for such 
long-lived book/tax timing differences. 

e.	 Provide a copy of the Company's workpapers supporting its most recently recorded 
income tax expense provision, showing how the state income tax rates being used 
to record deferred income tax expense for liberalized depreciation and plant related 
basis differences. 

f. Provide a revised calculation of test year deferred income tax expenses, using the 
liability method of accounting for Liberalized Depreciation and Basis Differences and 
the effective income tax rates expected to be applied to the reversals of such test 
year timing differences. 

g. Provide detailed workpapers and supporting documentation for your response to 
part (t). 
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ICC Docket No. 12-0512
 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company's Response to
 

Attorney General Data Requests AG 7.01-7.36
 
Dated: October 9, 2012
 

RESPONSE: 
a: The flow is as described in the data request; however, while the deferred taxes 
computed at current rates in columns D and E of Schedule C-5.2 flow to Schedule C-5 in 
the computation of current taxes, amounts in columns H and I of Schedule C-5.2, which 
include the effects of average rate assumption method ("ARAM"), are what flow to 
Schedule C-1 to be included in cost of service. 

b: The Company employs GAAP practices in ASC 740. The Company first computes 
deferred income taxes ARAM. The results of the income tax provision are reflected in the 
Company's income statement. To comply with ASC 740, which adopts a liability method, 
the Company computes the required deferred income taxes balance and then adjusts the 
balances. The Company uses Power Tax and Power Tax Provision to compute its income 
taxes for financial statement purposes and for this proceeding. PowerTax maintains all 
data related to plant-related timing differences. Because it is a utility system, it 
automatically computes regulatory taxes using ARAM. It also layers on balance sheet 
adjustments to also comply with GAAP. Similarly, PowerTax Provision also can compute 
non-plant deferred taxes using ARAM. Again, it tracks the regulatory computation and 
generates the required adjustments to bring the balances in line with GAAP. The contra 
accounts to those entries that are the required adjustments are 182.3 or 254 as 
appropriate. The Company has employed the same accounting since FAS 109 (now ASC 
740) was adopted in 1993. 

c: In compliance with the Commission's Order in Docket No 83-0309, the Company 
uses the ARAM methodology, which assumes that originating differences are built at the 
existing statutory rate. 

d: The Company will record in its income statement deferred taxes consistent with the 
Commission's Order in Docket No. 83-0309. Specifically, originating differences will be 
provided at the statutory rate, and reversing differences will reverse at the weighted 
average provided. Any difference between this regulatory method and what would occur 
under FAS 109 are recorded in regulatory assets and liabilities as appropriate. The 
income statement will reflect the regulatory method. The balance sheet will be adjusted as 
provided in ASC 980-740-25-2. See the Company's response to subpart b of this data 
request. 

e: See PGL AG 7.20 Attach 01. This attachment traces the financial statement income 
taxes (see PGL AG 7.20 Attach 02) back through to the general ledger ("GL") accounts 
ultimately to PGL AG 7.20 Attach 03, which is a report by vintage and class that lays out 
the deferred income tax computation for plant. Wherever there is an amount in the column 
labeled "Provision" that amount is the building difference computed at the 7.0% or 2.5% 
components of the state income tax rate. The federal tax benefit rate is -3.325% The 
amounts contained in the column labeled reversal are reversing differences computed 
using the column in the report labeled "ARAM." This demonstrates the amounts in 
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ICC Docket No. 12-0512
 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company's Response to
 

Attorney General Data Requests AG 7.01-7.36
 
Dated: October 9, 2012
 

Peoples Gas' income statement for financial reporting purposes contain amounts 
computed utilizing ARAM as required by the Commission's Order in Docket No 83-0309. 

f: If the information sought is what effect there would be on tax if the computation were 
done not using ARAM, but instead computed the expense that would result if the company 
recorded deferred tax expense under the liability method under ASC 740, Peoples Gas 
can compute the maximum difference that would exist. The originating differences in the 
test year for plant are $191,621,000. On a gross basis, the largest difference in tax rate is 
2.2% (9.5% less 7.3%). When the federal tax effect is added, the difference becomes 
1.43%. Multiplying the originating differences by 1.43% generates a maximum difference 
of $2,740,000 (191,621,000 X 1.43%). Note that computing deferred taxes in this manner 
causes a partial flow through, is not consistent with principles of full normalization, and is 
not consistent with Commission's Order in Docket No 83-0309. 

g: See PGL AG 7.20 Attach 04. 
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Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company
 

PowerTax Deferred Tax Recovery Report
 

Rpt # 132 10/25/2012 3:31 PM
 

PGUNSG Fall 2011 RC #3328
 

2013
 

Grouped By: Total Tax Classes
 

Jurisdiction: CGO - State Deduct 

Type: State Oed - Tax Basis On 

Tax Recovery 

Depreciation Loss/(Gain) 

Book Recovery 

Depreciation Orig Diff 

Current Difference 

Depreciation Orig Diff 

ARAM 

Provision 

Current Deferred Tax 

Reversal Trans/Adjust Total 

2002_JCA 

2003 JCA 

$39,202.61 

$876.56 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$39,202.61 

$876.56 

$0.00 

$0.00 

-2.56% 

-2.56% 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($1,001.63) 

($22.40) 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($1,001.63) 

($22.40) 

G_IL-RAR-Disallowed Bonus 

1999 

2000 

$40,079.17 

$56,241.74 

$59,798.94 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$40,079.17 

$56,241.74 

$59,798.94 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

-2.51% 

-2.51% 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($1,024.03) 

($1.413.36) 

($1,502.75) 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($1,024.03) 

($1,413.36) 

($1,502.75) 

G_IL-RAR-Injuries & Damages 

1999 

2000 

2001 

$116,040.68 

$2,083.72 

$1,961.99 

$4,987.58 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$000 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$116,040.68 

$2,083.72 

$1,961.99 

$4,987.58 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

-2.51% 

-2.51% 

-2.51% 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($2,916.11) 

($52.37) 

($49.30) 

($125.34) 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($2,916.11) 

($52,37) 

($49.30) 

($125.34) 

G_IL-RAR-Legal Fees 

2002 

$9,033.29 

$4,388.17 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$9,033.29 

$4,388.17 

$0.00 

$0.00 -2.56% 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($227.01) 

($112.12) 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($227.01) 

($112.12) 

G IL-RAR-Repairs 

Total Tax Classes 

$4,388.17 

$169,541.31 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$4,388.17 

$169,541.31 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($112.12) 

($4,279.27) 

$0.00 

$0.00 

($112.12) 

($4,279.27) 

State Oed - Tax Basis On Total: $169,541.31 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $169,541.31 $0.00 $0.00 ($4,279.27) $0.00 ($4,279.27) 

CGO - State Deduct Total: $98,895,278.47 $17,381,362.35 $101,334,462.63 ($121,628,172.38) ($2,439,184.16) $139,009,534.73 ($6,371,389.69) $1,519,474.42 $0.00 ($4,851,915.27) 

Company Total: $296,685,835.41 $52,144,087.05 $304,003,387.89 ($364,884,517.14) ($7,317,552.48) $417,028,604.19 $11,832,580.90 ($2,820,999.04) $0.00 $9,011,581.86 

Grand Total: $296,685,835.41 $52,144,087.05 $304,003,387.89 ($364,884,517.14) ($7,317,552.48) $417,028,604.19 $11,832,580.90 ($2,820,999.04) $0.00 $9.011,581.86 

$11,832,581 I .06175 state tax rate net of federal 
$191,621,000 
$191,621,000 x .0143 = $2,740,000 
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